Bruxelles, 29 September 2016

Dear PlyGo User,

2016 is slowly moving towards its end, and it is time for me to update you with these
news, sent to you in order to help improving your utilization and experience with PlyGo,
the PC and tablet stand, that is stable, durable, portable, foldable, repairable,
comfortable, and adaptable to your PCs and electronic devices while avoiding their
overheating...
Although PlyGo was initially conceived mainly for allowing a comfortable use of laptops
while lying in bed or on sofas, it quickly adapted itself also to tablets, and also to…
tables: indeed, by rotating by about 90° the supporting surface defined by the arms,
tablets could also be held; and by switching the locking position of the legs, so by
changing their angle from 52° (“high position ”, 215 mm) to 128° (“low position”, 115
mm), PlyGo could be conveniently used on desks too, both with laptops and with
tablets. Examples of these “standard” utilizations of PlyGo are shown in the following 10
pictures; note in particular the presence of the small central plate and of its two knobs at
the centre of PlyGo.

And here are the news of the last few months.
-

When PlyGo is set up in its standard configuration, having at its centre the little
central plate, it has a width of about 50 cm, which allows users to keep it over
their legs and abdomen, and also to rapidly fold and unfold it by rotating over the
little central plate.
It has recently been realized that PlyGo may also be shrunk and decreased in its
width, by putting aside the little central plate, by overlapping the two half
transversal bars, and by re-joining them thanks to the screws and knobs of the
arms and of the little central plate (this latter may sometimes be conveniently
used to slightly lift one of the arms to make it level with the other one). As shown
in the next 6 pictures, the possible PlyGo widths then become 270 mm, 305,
340, 375, 410 mm (plus the standard 495 mm), which may be convenient for
supporting tablets and medium-small size laptops on desks; in such pictures,
note in particular the absence of the small central plate and of its two knobs from
the centre of PlyGo.

-

PlyGo can also adapt to support books, so to allow reading them without having
to hold them with the hands, and to this purpose, some new, small accessories
have been designed: these are a curved transparent shape that helps to hold the
pages while allowing to smoothly turn them, and also some 30 mm long spacers
that facilitate the positioning and holding of books, even large ones. The next 8
pictures show how to hold books thanks to these two new, small accessories,
that you can better see by magnifying the various pictures.

-

As last PlyGo development, such spacers can also be conveniently used to lift
the PlyGo arms with respect to the transversal bars, so increasing the comfort of
users and the ergonomic interest of PlyGo.
As shown by the next 7 pictures, these spacers can increase and adjust the
height and the space between the laptop base and the abdomen of the user, or
also the height of screens when working on desks.

Spacers have been selected of a length of 30 mm and also of 45 mm, in order to help
with holding books, and raising the arms of PlyGo at various possible heights from the
low or the high position (+30, +45, +60, +75, +90 mm).
They are available and can be sent to you at a price of 1 Euro each (or rather 2 Euros
by pair of spacers), plus the mailing fees related to your address, which will be
minimized by using the BPOST Belgian postal services.
The curved transparent shapes are also made available for you at the price of 2 Euros
per pair.
So, please get back to me in case you wish to purchase these new, small accessories,
or if you want additional information.
That’ s it for now… Hopefully you have found these PlyGo News of interest.
I thank you very much for your kind attention, and I remain at your disposal for any
questions, explanations, or special requests concerning PlyGo.
Best regards !
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PS : if you have friends or acquaintances that may be interested in PlyGo, please do
not hesitate in sharing these PlyGo News with them ! Thanks !

